


















































































































































































neither the Tribal Council nor any informants indicated

any expectation of payment# As these people had little

previous contact with researchers, the absence of payment

expectations was not surprising#

Methods of data collection included! (l) participant

observation, (2) informal interviews, (3) data retrieval

from records, (4) community mapping, (5) recording gen

ealogies, (6) formal interviews with use of questionnaires,

and (7) photography. These categories are presented in

order of their initial implementation.

Participant observation was primarily a means of

establishing contacts and familiarizing myself with

attitudes of community members (see Section D, Chapter

I). This led naturally to some informal interviewing.

Participation first consisted of my laboring with the

P.H.S. water project crew. Activities included juggling

water pipe, driving trucks, digging and filling trenches,

and sneaking smoke and pop breaks whenever possible.

During this time there were two to fifteen people per

crew, jointly avoiding exertion in 117 degree temperatures.

Supervision was provided by an Anglo-American P.H.S.

field director and a Gila River Pima foreman. My later

participation in building the ISEC houses involved

similar activities, with cinva-ram blocks in place of





I found retrieving data from records most exacting

and tedious, but record files were a very productive

source of Information. Since I outline the specific

record sources used in the following section, only the

techniques of recording need be noted here. I transferred

record data to the relevant questionnaire sheet (work

history or household census, see Appendix A), or to

three by five index cards and ultimately Royal WcBee

and IBI*I cards. Record data that I could not transcribe

were electronically duplicated. Transfer to either of

the questionnaires required only writing the original

data in the appropriate spaces. Index cards were compiled

to cross*reference household numbers, allotment numbers,

mailing addresses, ano lease incosna -sata*

checking and collating of data were necessary for these

index cards, and in a few Instances field verification

of information mas required. Royal rncBee cards were

a repository for both data from file records and all

information collected through use of questionnaires.

Coding schedules employed for individual and household

IBW cards are presented in Appendix 8. The McBee card

permitted both textual and punch code recording of data.

Ule consistently entered text data first in order to

minimize error in coding or punching that information.









of the kinship universe. Siblings were generally

identified only for the informant's and his parents'

generations; beyond this the prime interest was in

establishing relations with named lineal antecedents.

Since such generational depth was rare and centered

primarily on lineal rather than collateral ties, it

was more of a curiosity than a significant aid to

genealogical reconstruction. Genealogical information

from informants was of little help in expanding the

base line genealogies, but was essential in verifying

those genealogies. The contacts made and the information

I was able to give people interested in their own gen

ealogies, helped win the cooperation and friendship

essential to getting the information needed for my study.

Formal interviews were most often conducted in the

homes of informants, although a few people were inter

viewed on chance meetings if conditions were otherwise

appropriate. Formal interviews centered on two question

naires, the "Household Survey Sheet" and the "Work Force

Survey Questionnaire" (see Appendix A). Usually after

completion of the household survey, but sometimes during

it, I encouraged conversation concerning household

development. The household survey sheets were keyed

to allotment numbers, the photographic log, and a mailing































problems of informal interviewing associated with work

histories as part of the problems of formal intervisming.

Although wide variation existed with respect to individual

responses in informal interviewing, the most common

problem was the non-specificity of much information.

Many Informants were unable to give specific dates,

figures, locations, etc. for events they discussed. It

might be assumed that this apparent Inability masked an

unwillingness to discuss certain topics. I cannot cate

gorically deny the possibility, but the context of con

versations and nature of topics make it an unlikely

explanation. First, informants themselves generally

brought up the topics discussed during informal interviews.

Second, the information concerned such presumably non-

sensitive matters as ages of children, dates of military

service, and wife's maiden name. Third, some informants

who had given me specific figures on amount of welfare

income and asked my assistance in interpreting income

tax filing instructions, were as unable to recall specific

dates, names, places, etc. as those who were less cooper

ative. Such "memory gaps" did make for unevenness In

data obtained through Informal interviewing. But infor

mation on file permitted adequate supplementation of those

data. File data also enabled me to extensively cross-check

























speakers largely reflect differences in residence areas,

ecological variations within these areas, and consequent

variations in subsistence and cultural emphases.

The prehistory of the Pima has not been clearly

delineated at present; nevertheless, as Ezell notes,

"The general opinion has been that irrigation on the

Gila goes back to the 15th century Hohokam" (ig6l!37).

Continuous occupation of the region by farmino peoples

for as long as thirteen to twenty centuries is suggested

(fontana, et. al. 1962*84-91). Results of Haury's 1965

excavations at Snaketown should further clarify the

picture. Present evidence strongly supports the view

that Pima groups had been practicing irrigation-based

farming in their present habitat for at least several

centuries prior to the first European contacts. Father

Kino's visit in 1694 constitutes the first recorded

contact with Pima peoples in the Gila-Salt area (Spicer

1962:87). Continuing interaction with the Spanish

developed out of the first contacts, and according to

Ezell, "non-directed acculturation" (I961i3) character

ized Pima-Spanish relations. He contrasts this with

the "usual" state of affairs in which "The contact

between Europeans and peoples of simpler technologies

and different belief systems has usually been disruotive.











































their own patterns of accomodatlon to the Anglo-American

cultural environment. The group contained significant

non-Pima minorities (notably the maricopa). Consequently,

its members held attitudes toward Anglo-Americans, Wegroes,

Spanish-Americans, and other Indian groups that were less

determined by traditional Pima values than was true for

other Pima groups.

The decline in cash-cropping following World War I

coincided with the depression and with nation-wide un

employment problems. Although the decline in cash-cropping

continued through this period, wage-labor involvement

did not markedly increase. The beginning of land-leasing

during this time was dictated by necessity, to a large

extent. But it became a major new economic activity.

The 1940's saw an increase in land-leasing and in

mechanization of the Anglo-American cooperative farm

activities on reservation. These trends were accelerated

by World War II. Enlistment in the armed forces took a

number of Pima from the reservation and led to increased

off-reservation settlement following the war. Wage-labor

opportunities also increased during the war years, and

participation in this economic activity reached new highs

among the Salt River Pima. Although the information is

inconclusive, it appears that accelerated population





work as wage-laborers. One man thought the new situation

much better. "We lease our allotments ... and get paid

for it. Then they hire us to get the crop in and we get

paid for that." But wage-labor at Salt Riuer is only

partly a matter of doing farm labor for hire. Since the

late 1950's, vocational training and formal education

have become tickets to better paying clerical and pro

fessional jobs. Although farm labor continues to employ

many people, it is a low status, semi-seasonal, and "last

chance" sort of job. Other kinds of work employ more

people than farm work. A majority of working women is

employed in domestic work. A more detailed treatment of

the current economic situation is presented in Chapter UII.

In summary, the economic development of the past

three decades includes consistently declining cash-croppino

and its cessation in the mid 1950»s, Wage-labor has been

on the rise during the same period. Increasing reliance

on wage-labor suffered a setback during the latter 1930»s.

This was broken by the impetus given wage-labor by the

manpower shortages of World War II. During the late

1940's and the early 1950*s, a milder slack period for

wage-labor prevailed. Since the mid igSQ's, a resumed

acceleration in wage-labor involvement has gone hand-in-

hand with the opening of better paying and higher skilled


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































